Weakly nonlinear ion waves in striated electron temperatures.
The existence of low-frequency waveguide modes of electrostatic ion acoustic waves is demonstrated in magnetized plasmas for cases where the electron temperature is striated along magnetic field lines. For low frequencies, the temperature striation acts as waveguide that supports a trapped mode. For conditions where the ion cyclotron frequency is below the ion plasma frequency we find a dispersion relation having also a radiative frequency band, where waves can escape from the striation. Arguments for the formation and propagation of an equivalent of electrostatic shocks are presented and demonstrated numerically for these conditions. The shock represents here a balance between an external energy input maintained by ion injection and a dissipation mechanism in the form of energy leakage of the harmonics generated by nonlinear wave steepening. This is a reversible form for energy loss that can replace the time-irreversible losses in a standard Burgers equation.